Cloud Workspace

Thrive’s Cloud Workspace, is a Cloud-based virtual
office that allows end users to access their virtual
desktop and virtualized applications from any
internet enabled location.
Thrive eliminates the hassle and expense of designing, building, running, and maintaining
Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) in-house. Cloud Workspace service provides streamlined
solutions for your specific business needs that help reduce capital expenditures and maximize
performance.

A Full Service NextGen Desktop-as-a-Service (DaaS) Platform From
Thrive
Thrive Cloud Workspace provides Desktop-as-a-Service (DaaS), a Cloud-based service in which
the back-end of a virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) is fully hosted and managed by Thrive.
With Thrive Cloud Workspace, we provide organizations with:




24×7 access to desktop and applications from any device
Simplified desktop provisioning or migration
Ability to reduce costs, increase data security, and disaster recovery capabilities

Gain Greater Flexibility and Agility





Support new business initiatives more quickly
Simplify VDI initiatives - focus on applications and data, not the platform
Manage multiple applications, versions of software and online services from one location
Cut costs by eliminating purchasing of expensive hardware (Servers, DR, Backup
Appliances). Thrive offers a best-in-class Desktop-as-a-Service (DaaS) platform to
accelerate delivery of virtual applications and desktops to your end users leveraging private
or private cloud

Improve Security, Compliance and Resiliency



Move your servers out of the office to free up space
Implement 2FA or MFA (Multi-Factor Authentication) on both email and desktop

Cloud Workspace
Features:
• Fully managed virtual desktops and
servers enable your end users to access
their desktop applications and data from
their compatible devices at any internet
enabled location.
• Provides a consistent desktop and
application delivery experience to your
users, regardless of their location or
access device while providing the
flexibility to customize desktops and
applications based on department or
organizational needs.
• Management of desktop applications is
simplified from having to install, license,
and manage multiple end user devices
to delivering a shared or dedicated
cloud based workspaces that are fully
managed by Thrive.
• Cloud Workspace is available on Thrive’s
secure, private cloud platform featuring
redundant and resilient cloud servers
with high performance storage and
networking or it can be delivered in
public cloud on Microsoft Azure.
• Cut costs by eliminating purchasing
of expensive hardware (Servers, DR,
Backup Appliances).

Take the Next Step
To learn more about how Thrive
can help your business, please
visit thrivenextgen.com
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